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In the midst of the 1976 Presidential Election campaign both Jimmy Carter and
his running mate, Walter Mondale, suggested that Counterterrorism would be an
important concern of their administration. "Peace is not the mere absence of war," said
Carter at the Democratic convention, "Peace is action to stamp out international
terrorism."! Walter Mondale compared modern hijackers to the Barbary pirates that
challenged Thomas Jefferson in the Early Republic. The nation must "defeat the new
breed of pirates," promised Mondale, "and guarantee freedom of the skies."2
These strong words brought no action by the incoming Carter Administration
until an obscure Black Muslin sect terrorized Washington, D.C. for two days in March
1977. On Wednesday March 9, Hanafi Muslims took control of the B'nai B'rith
headquarters, the Islamic cultural center and the Washington district city office. The
takeover of the offices of the District city government was especially violent. A young
reporter from Howard University's student radio station was shot dead by the terrorists
and City Councilman and future mayor Marion Barry was wounded in the chest. The
twelve Hanafi gunmen held 134 people hostages in the three buildings for 39 hours. The
standoff ended through the intervention of three Middle Eastern ambassadors who
offered their services to talk the ring leader of the Hanafis, Hamaas Abdul Khaalis, out of
beheading the hostages as he had vowed to do. Khaalis' family had been murdered by a
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rival Black Muslim group in his Washington DC in 1973. Some of the assailants had
gotten off with light sentences and one of Khaalis' demands was that he be able to see
and kill the killers of his family. Khaalis also wished to stop screenings of "Mohammed,
Messenger of God," a commercial movie on the life of Mohammed, which he considered
blasphemous. He also demanded the reimbursement of a $750 fine that he had once paid
in a DC court.3
Under existing procedures, the incident was managed by the District police. It was
the Police who called in the State department's Office for Combating Terrorism when it
became clear that Khaalis was interesting in speaking with some Arab representatives.
The White House remained informed but it was Douglas Heck, the State's antiterrorism
expert and chairman of the Working Group for Combating Terrorism, who worked with
Egyptian, Pakistani and Iranian ambassadors who were acting as mediators. The one
symbolic act by the White House in the entire crisis was a decision to cancel the
traditional 19-gun salute for a visiting head of government, in this case British Prime
Minister James Callaghan, on the second day of the standoff for fear that this would upset
the seven terrorists in the District building nearby. Otherwise, President Carter himself
made no public statements, leaving this task to the local authorities.
Following the Hanafi hostage incident, the Carter administration undertook a lowlevel review of US counterterrorism policy. Initially under the guidance of Jessica
Tuchman, an NSC staffer, the process did not draw the full attention of the President's
national security advisor, Zbigniew Brzezinski. "Brezinzinski did not believe that
terrorism was a strategic issue," recalls William Odom who replaced Tuchman after she
lost Brzezinski's support. Odom completed the review which resulted in Presidential
Security Memorandum - 30, signed by President Carter in September 1977.
As the wheels of this policy review were turning at the NSC, the political climate
was shifting outside the White House. New York's long, hot summer of 1977, later
memorialized by Spike Lee's movie Summer of Sam, was remembered for more than the
Son of Sam murders and a blackout. On August 3 two bombs went off causing a city3 William Greider and Richard Harwood, "Hanafis Surrender, Free 134 Hostages After Talks with 3
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wide bomb scare. The twin towers of the World Trade Center, which had opened only a
year earlier, were evacuated for the first time. It took the 40,000 people two hours to
leave the 110-story towers. The bombs, which were placed by the US Defense
Department's office at 342 Madison Avenue and in front of the world headquarters of
Mobil Oil Corporation 150 E 42nd street killed one man and injured seven. The bombings,
described by New York City mayor Abraham Beam as "an outrageous act of terrorism,"
were the 50th and 51st in the city claimed by the Fuerzas Armadas De Liberacion
Nacional Puertoriquena (the Puerto Rican National Liberation Armed Forces) since
October 1974.4 In thirty years of terrorism in support of Puerto Rican independence, the
FALN had already tried to kill one US president, Harry S Truman, gunning down in the
process in 1950 a Washington, DC policeman and had injured five congressmen in an
armed attack on the Capitol in 1954. Having re-emerged after years of relative quiet, the
original FALN or its next generation had gone on this three-year bombing spree which
besides the attacks on Manhattan included nearly a dozen incidents in Newark and
Chicago. The bloodiest attack killed four and injured 60 diners at historic Fraunces
Tavern in the Wall Street area in January 1975. Law enforcement had been unable to get
a handle on the organization. The NYPD had "little more than an inkling of how large
FALN is, where it is headquartered or how it originated."5 The FBI knew more thanks to
the discovery of a bomb factory by Chicago police in November 1976; but the FALN's
principal bomb-maker remained at large. The impression created in the aftermath of the
New York bombings nine months later was that the FALN threat was out of control.6
The apparent helplessness of local authorities to contain the Puerto Rican
terrorists had its counterpart in unsettling revelations that same summer that the Federal
government did not actually control the nuclear materials in its care. On August 4, the
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Energy Research and Development Administration [the successor to the AEC] and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission revealed that more than four tons of bomb-grade
uranium and plutonium could not be accounted for in the country's nuclear research and
development factories. A government scientist estimated that it would take 40 pounds of
the enriched-uranium or 20 pounds of the plutonium to make a bomb. In reporting this
story the New York Times explained that the government provided this information
because of concerns that "some sophisticated group might steal a small amount of special
nuclear material, make a homemade bomb and use it against some important target such
as the United States Capitol or the World Trade Center."7 Although it was assumed that
these 4 tons had not been stolen, the real figure for how much of this special material had
disappeared was believed to be much higher. For national security purposes the
government did not include materials missing from the nation's two principal bombmaking facilities at Rocky Flats, Colorado and Oak Ridge, Tennessee, believed to be
another 4 tons.8
In late August and early September, the residents of San Francisco faced a wave
of bombings by a group calling itself the New World Liberation Front. Over a period of 8
days, the group asserted responsibility for 4 different bomb attacks against "symbols of
San Francisco's wealth." Claiming "decent housing for all" as its goal, the group was also
responsible for six bombs that had been left at Adolf Coors beer distributorships since
July.9 This summer of terrorist bombings came to an end a week later, when anti-Castro
Cubans set off two midnight explosions in downtown Washington, D.C.. No one was
killed or hurt but it was assumed that anti-Castro Cubans belonging to CORU [the United
Revolutionary Organization Command], which was headquartered in Miami's Little
Havana, would step up their efforts to deter the Carter administration from developing
diplomatic relations with the embargoed regime.10
Fortunately, the Hanafis, FALN, NWLF and CORU were not in the same class as
the PLO rejectionists or the Marxist-Leninists groups of Latin America and Western
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Europe all of whom used terror more effectively as a political weapon. Even so,
observers noted that against these B-team terrorists, the nation's internal security system
was not doing that well. What if the world's most talented terrorists decided to target
America? As the Europeans increased their vigilance and their ability to respond, was it
not reasonable to assume that the United States would become a more welcome target for
terrorists who sought to strike at the West. The Washington Police's response to the
Hanafi hostage situation had been particularly dismaying. The police deployed to attack
the District Building if the negotiations failed had never trained with the M-16 machine
guns they were issued during the crisis. Policemen ordered onto helicopters to land on the
roof of the building had never jumped from helicopters before. But this was probably all
right because it was unlikely they would ever receive the order to jump. The radios in the
helicopters were not integrated into the Washington Police's radio system.11

Nothing illustrated the apparent gulf between US efforts in counterterrorism and
those of its European allies than the actions of the West German government in rescuing
a plane-load of hostages in Mogadishu, Somalia on October 18, 1977. The daring raid
was the work of Bonn's GSG-9, a counter-terror unit developed in the aftermath of the
disastrous West German effort to rescue the Israeli Olympians in 1972.12 The German
operation had come at a high cost. West Germany's domestic menace, the BaaderMeinhof gang, had enlisted the help of Wadi Haddad and the PFLP to pull off the
hijacking. A month earlier the West German terrorists had abducted prominent banker,
Hanns-Martin Schleyer, and they wanted the PFLP to help them to increase the pressure
on Bonn to release their jailed leader Andreas Baader and other terrorists. After GSG-9
rescued the passengers, Baader-Meinhof executed Schleyer. The West Germans
swallowed hard but pressed on in their determination to weaken their domestic terrorists.
The Israelis had shown similar sang froid, especially in pulling off a similar
rescue of hijacked passengers at Entebbe airport in Uganda the previous summer; but
somehow the Israelis were expected to do something like that. El Al had had the best
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airline security before any of the other international carriers had ever bothered. But here
the West Germans had shown themselves in the same class as the Israelis. And where
were the Americans?
"I had no idea that we had a group that could do this," recalls William Odom. If
there was any individual in the Carter White House who should have known this detail in
the fall of 1977, it was Colonel [now retired General] William Odom. At first glance his
background did not suggest this particular expertise. He was a well-trained Soviet
specialist, with fluency in the Russian language, who had got a Ph.D. after a career in the
military. His thesis advisor at Columbia had been Carter's choice for National Security
Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski. Having brought Odom to the National Security Council
with him, Brzezinski was a tough taskmaster. "It was the worst four years of my life,"
says Odom. "We only became friends after he left office." As Brzezinski's military
assistant, Odom was what the British liked to call a "dogs body." He rewrote the
memoranda submitted by other, less favored NSC staffers in the style preferred by the
National Security Advisor, short, precise and actionable. From January 1977, Odom's
general assignment was to try to improve the crisis management system in the event of
nuclear war, which he would go back to whenever Brzezinski did not ask him to finish
something else immediately. By the summer, Brzezinki had tired of the staffer who was
supposed to be thinking through the executive's branch approach to counterterrorism.
Jessica Tuchman was a low-level staffer whose rank reflected the amount of importance
that Brzezinki had assigned the project. At some point before the review was finished, he
handed it to Odom to finish.
Neither Odom nor Brzezinki believed that the United States needed an elaborate
counterterrorism strategy. The Soviet Union was the greatest threat to US interests and
anything else was at best secondary. Called "the Polish Kissinger" Brzezinki had a
powerful mind that sized up the international system in terms of power and interests.
Terrorist were not among his principal concerns. And Odom agreed.
Given time to consider the nature of the terrorist threat, Odom concluded that as a
phenomenon terrorism did not exist. "When it happens here, it is a crime," he argued.
"When it happens abroad, it is war." Terrorism was a tactic not an end in itself. It was the

group or individual who uses that instrument who is the enemy. You didn't need a
general counterterrorism organization or strategy to deal with these different enemies.
The fact that they did not believe in creating something elaborate, did not mean
that Brzezinki and Odom were satisfied with the interagency system bequeathed to them
by the Ford administration. The fact that until Mogadishu the Carter administration did
not know the status of US military counterterrorist capabilities symbolized a huge hole in
the low-level Cabinet Committee/Working Group system. The main idea to have
emerged of the internal policy review was that the NSC should take from State
responsibility for supervising counterterrorism policy. State would remain the lead
agency in overseas incidents as the Justice department remained the lead agency for
domestic agency for domestic terrorist incidents. The FAA would serve as lead agency
whenever the incident involved a US-registered airplane. But the interagency process
would be lodged in the NSC and no longer in a moribund Cabinet Committee. On
September 16, 1977 Presidential Review Memorandum (PRM) - 30 had the Special
Coordination Committee of the NSC create a Working Group on Terrorism. In the Carter
administration, the SCC was responsible for crisis management and "cross-cutting
issues." The membership of the new Working Group remained the same as the old
interagency Working Group. The difference was that the Working Group would report to
an Executive Committee of the NSC/SCC which, it was assumed, would meet to design
counterterrorism policy as required.13 State would also chair that committee.
Brzezinski's requirement was to improve the way in which the staff could prepare
him and the President to deal with any terrorist attack. He encouraged Odom's efforts to
improve secure communications among the various agencies that had a hand in
counterterrorism. "I learned a lot about the US government in doing this," Odom later
recalled.14 PRM-30 also dealt with improving the flow of intelligence on terrorist groups
to the NSC. It created a terrorism intelligence subcommittee of the Director of Central
Intelligence's Critical Collection Problems Committee. This was the first time since 1972
13 Memorandum, "Executive Comments on Senate Bill 2236," 11 January 1978, NSArch-CT; Executive
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that the White House had shown a formal interest in terrorism's place in the intelligence
community's agenda. Nevertheless as Carter's Director of Central Intelligence, Admiral
Stansfield Turner explained, terrorism "was not a great deal of a concern."15 Although the
CIA collected on it, even with PRM-30, terrorism was still considered by the intelligence
community as more of a foreign problem than an American one.
The seizure of a Japanese Air Lines plane during a flight from Bombay to
Bangkok on September 28, 1977, was the first test of the new counterterrorism
information system designed by Colonel William Odom. This incident which involved
"some wealthy Armenian-Americans who were big Democratic Party contributors tested
the system," recalled Odom, "which did well."16 There were five US citizens among the
156 passengers and crew aboard. The hijackers, who were members of the Japanese Red
Army, demanded 6 million in ransom and the release of nine criminals in Japanese jails.
Some key lawmakers, from both parties, were more impressed with Mogadishu
than with the NSC's reorganization of the US counterterrorism system. Senator Javits,
Republican of New York, denigrated PSM-30 as "little more than a reshuffling of the
already existing bureaucracy."17 Accurately describing the Working Group as "little
more than a group where various agencies share information, discuss policy on a
relatively low level and guard their bureaucratic jurisdictions," Javits said that given the
existing threat from terrorism the Federal Government needed a stronger mechanism.18 "I
am becoming increasingly apprehensive," added Javits, "that the Carter Administration
has been relinquishing the lead expected of the United States in this struggle." Rejoined
Senator Abraham Ribicoff, who had once served in President Kennedy's cabinet, in
introducing legislation to upgrade US counterterrorism organizations. The Omnibus
Antiterrorism Act of 1977 would create a Council to Combat Terrorism, chaired by the
National Security Advisor "to oversee and coordinate a comprehensive national antiterrorism program."19 Ribicoff and Javits wanted the State Department to elevate its
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Office for Combatting Terrorism to the level of a Bureau. Bureaus at State comprised at
least 45 people whereas the counterterrorism office traditionally had less than ten. In
recognition of the importance of alerting domestic agencies to the fight against terrorism,
the bill placed the President's Domestic Policy Advisor on the counterterrorism
principals committee and required that the Department of Justice create a new position at
the Assistant Attorney General level and an office for Combating Terrorism..20
With the president of the Air Line Pilots Association sitting next to him, Senator
Ribicoff, the chairman of the Senate Government Affairs Committee, outlined the new
bill on October 24, 1977. A product of the Congressional activism that followed
Watergate and Vietnam, the bill not only forced a new set of institutions on the Executive
Branch but would mandate sanctions against countries that "aid and abet terrorism."21
Congress could veto any attempt by the President to add or subtract a country from that
list. The sanctions ranged from canceling air service between those countries and the
United States and preventing baggage coming from one of the listed countries from
entering the United States unless it were checked in an neutral country. All arms sales to
those countries would be banned. The bill would also require that the President list
countries with airports that did not meet certain security standards and impose mandatory
sanctions.
In the press a debate developed between those who believed that PRM-30 was
adequate and those who felt as one insider told the Washington Post, that it was "nothing
but hot air."22 The argument for adequacy was based on whether one was more impressed
with the actual terrorism threat or the potential threat of terrorism. Although terrorist
attacks had been increasing in number and lethality since 1968, when the US government
started keeping these statistics, they had resulted in less than 75 deaths.23 Most of the
bombings in the United States targeted property and not people. The Americans who
were most at risk were businessmen working abroad and diplomats. But as yet there had
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been no mass murders in either category. In terms of violence, despite the fact that
terrorist events in the Middle East tended to be the more spectacular, and therefore tended
to get wide media attention, most of the terrorism directed at Americans took place in
Latin America and then Western Europe.24 hi both places, Washington still viewed this
violence as a regional problem.
The NSC believed that the chance of a terrorist attack against the United States
was actually decreasing. The end of the Vietnam War had sucked the energy from the
violent fringe of the New Left. Abroad the Soviet Union was less interested in supporting
attacks on the United States. And movement in the Mideast peace process, especially
involving the PLO, foretold less Palestinian violence. In mid-1977, the PLO seemed
ready to accept Resolution 242, thus recognizing the state of Israel, and foreswear its
>JC

support of international terrorism. The Carter NSC shared with its predecessor the
belief that at heart terrorists sought attention and the more presidential attention you give
ry f -

them more they would want.
The pessimists, on the other hand, spoke in terms of the potential threat of
terrorism. For every positive development, they predicted an even more lethal counterreaction. With every step the PLO took toward recognizing Israel, the greater the
activism of the rejectionists like George Habbash and Abu Nidal. And in spite of Detente,
European Marxist-Leninist terrorists had continued their kidnapping and killing. There
was no reason to believe that terrorists who lived closer would not adopt these tactics
against the largest capitalist state of them all.

Despite their unwillingness to be alarmed by the prospect of future terrorist
attacks, Brzezinski and Odom became firm supporters of developing a US paramilitary
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capability in counter-terrorism. The Army had been studying the possibility of setting up
a special unit to rescue hostages for two years before Mogadishu and Colonel Charles
Beckwith had just started setting in motion a training program for what would become
Special Forces Operational Detachment - DELTA or Delta Force. There was impatience
within the US Army to have this capability before the completion of formal training of
the new group, which was expected to take two years. Operation Blue Light was an effort
to recruit a special unit from within the existing Special Forces. Blue Light and Delta
Force would co-exist until early 1978 when Delta received official blessing and Blue
Light was deemed a duplication.
Blue Light, which had already started training in late 1977, had come as a surprise
to Odom. He was then impressed with what he saw. He found out that members of the
Blue Light team had not only been in touch with the GSG-9 in West Germany but had
trained with them. Odom wasted little time in arranging a tour of Blue Light's facilities
for Brzezinski. After accompanying Brzezinski to meet them, Odom traveled to Europe
to visit with British paramilitary experts at Whitehall in London and to see the GSG-9
himself.27

Quainton
Unlike the Hanafis, Libyan leader Moammar Gaddafi liked the movie
Mohammed, Messenger of God. The Libyan government had helped finance the 18
million-dollar film with the Kuwaitis and after the film crew encountered some
difficulties with clerics in Morocco, allowed the film to be shot in Libya.28 Gaddafi, who
behaved as an evangelist for both Mohammed and the film, took the movie on the road to
show leaders whom he hoped to convert to Islam. In late 1977 or early 1978, Gaddafi
visited Bangui, the capital of the Central African Empire. "Gaddafi had paid one million
dollars to [Jean-Bedel] Bokassa to get him to convert," recalls Anthony Quainton who as
US ambassador was invited by the self-proclaimed Emperor Bokassa to the screening
with Gaddafi. Surreal would be a quiet description of what followed. The movie was in
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English and the only Western language spoken by Bokassa was French. Gaddafi's
English was rudimentary having learned it as a cadet at a Police Academy in Great
Britain. As the film played and Gaddafi added a running commentary in broken English,
a harried female translator tried to follow in French on a microphone for the emperor.
What was ultimately understood by anyone in the room is unknown.
The scene with Gaddafi, who already in 1977 was known to be a supporter of not
only the PLO but the rejectionists as well, was Anthony Quainton's only brush with the
terrorism problem before Washington recalled him to become the new director of the
State Department's Office of Combating Terrorism. Why was Quainton chosen to head
up the counterterrorism center? "There was a sense that we were renaissance men," he
recalls with a smile. Quainton readily admits this is a guess on his part. He never learned
the actual reason.

9Q

When Quainton assumed his new duties in 1978, he had a staff of six officers and
this was State's terrorist incident center. He reported to deputy Secretary of State Warren
Christopher. "The principals had little interest in the Counterterrorism shop," he recalls.
In the event of a crisis they knew where to go to be briefed; but in advance of a crisis they
provided no policy guidance. "The policy of no concessions, no negotiations had already
been established."
State continued to chair the Working Group, which now reported to the Executive
Committee instead of the nonfunctional Cabinet Committee. The Working Group met
less regularly than before and remained a clearinghouse of information on what the
various agencies were up to. In earlier years the FBI and the CIA had given presentations
on how they saw the terrorist threat. Quainton recalls a much higher level of mutual
suspicion in the late 1970s. "They did not give presentations." He also found no way to
bridge the gap between the FBI and the CIA. "The FBI had a law enforcement mentality
and CIA, of course, had an intelligence approach and these people disliked sharing
information." Quainton, however, tried to use "table-top exercises" and actual field
exercises to improve interagency cooperation. One table-top exercise involved thinking
through the Federal response to a biological terrorist attack. The Center for Disease
Control explained that if a spoonful of anthrax were left on the marble stoop at the C
29
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street entrance of the State Department it would be quickly spread on the bottom of shoes
and then would get picked up by the building's air conditioning system. Within two
weeks, it was estimated, 200 people would be dead. In the late 1970s the US government
did not even have enough Anthrax antidote for everyone at Foggy Bottom. Despite this
chilling thought experiment, Quainton could recall no follow-through whatsoever. The
Working Group lacked executive authority. It was up to the various participants to take
the message back to their principals for action. No action followed.
Under the new system, Quainton also chaired the NSC-sponsored Executive
Committee, though it appears to have little effect on policy. Quainton, however, did have
one opportunity to manage a task that drew highlevel attention. In the second half of
1978, the Carter Administration reviewed its policy toward Libya. This was the time of
tectonic shifts in Mideast politics. In November 1977 Anwar Sadat made his courageous
visit to Jerusalem and less than a year later this gesture was rewarded with the Camp
David Accords that established the framework for an Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty in
1979. Amidst these changes, the US government looked for possible defections from
Sadat's hard-line opponents in the Arab world. The Carter administration decided to tie
the sale of two Boeing 727 passenger jets to "Libyan behavior in the wake of the Camp
David Accords."30 Tripoli was told that if the United States observed this helpful shift,
then this sale "could lead to substantial follow-on sales of civilian aircraft by US
companies."31
The initial responses from the mercurial Moammar Gaddafi were hopeful. In the
fall of 1978, he told Bonn that a group of German terrorists that had been released by the
Yugoslavs would not be allowed into Libya. Then his government communicated
directly to Washington that Libya was reconsidering its position on international
terrorism and welcomed a US envoy for this purpose. In December 1978, Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance picked Quainton to represent the United States in this discussion.32
Quainton went to Tripoli and met with the Libyan foreign minister who with a straight
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face pledged Libyan assistance in aviation security.33 Libya subsequently signed the
ICAO conventions on hijacking.34 Though he had expected to see Gaddafi, Quainton
ultimately did not get a meeting with the Libyan leader. The bizarre movie night in
Bokassa's palace would remain the only meeting that State's antiterrorism chief had with
the man who would soon become the focus of US counterterrorism strategy.35

Meanwhile Congressional efforts to alter the federal government's
counterterrorism structure stalled. Ribicoff and Javits introduced the omnibus
antiterrorism bill in early 1978, delaying the measure because of a heavy congressional
schedule in late 1977. The bill was reported out of Ribicoff s committee in May 1978 but
failed to pass in the Senate.36 Although Javits and Ribicoff would try again in 1979, the
measure was doomed. The White House opposed it, not so much because of the implied
executive reorganization - though Brzezinski and Odom strongly disliked that - but
because Ribicoff and Javits wanted Congress to be able to dictate to the President which
states were sponsors of terror and which, therefore, would have to be punished. It was
assumed, for example, that the list would immediately complicate US efforts to facilitate
the peace process in the Middle East. The two Senators made no secret of their intention
to sanction four Arab countries that sponsored Palestinian terrorism.37
The Carter White House tried to avert a clash with the Democratically-controlled
Congress. In late December or early January 1978, Brezhinski, Vice President Mondale,
Vance, Energy Secretary James Schlesinger and Transportation Secretary Brock Adams
met to discuss how to handle the bill.38 After their staffs prepared a list of required
amendments, the principals sent a delegation to Ribicoff headed by the NSC. Described
as constructive, the meeting nonetheless brought "no compromise." "The basic problem
for the Administration," observed White House staffer Annie M. Gutierrez in a
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memorandum to Stuart Eizenstat, the President's domestic policy czar following the
failed meeting, "is how to appear non-negative on anti-terrorism without endorsing a bad
bill. The bill has the support of a large number of Senators, and the topic of terrorism is a
very popular topic on the Hill."39 Mondale, a former Senator, was a leading voice within
the Administration arguing that the White House not be seen in Congress as openly
opposing the anti-terrorism bill.40
Careful about how it defeated the bill, The Carter White House encouraged the
Senate to get bogged down in a definitional dispute over how to define terrorism. "It
became 'my terrorist is your freedom fighter' debate," said Odom who participated in
Executive Committee discussions over how to respond to this legislative initiative.41 This
definitional dispute killed the bill in 1978 and the bill never again became a threat in
1979.
Robicoff and Javits' efforts to give counter-terrorism a higher profile in the
Executive branch were not wholly in vain. At the initiative of New Jersey's cigarsmoking grandmother, Congresswoman Millicent Fenwick, the Congress attached an
amendment to an appropriations bill in 1979 that gave the State Department the duty to
create a list of state-sponsors of terrorism. Any state on that list would be subject to
sanctions. For over a decade the US government had been monitoring the role of states
in assisting intelligence organizations. Now Congress was requiring that the Executive
branch be explicit as to whether Washington would penalize these countries or not.

November 1978

On Sunday November 4,1979, Zbigniew Brzezinski was the first to tell President
Carter that Iranian militants had overrun the US Embassy in Teheran and were holding
50-60 people hostage.42 Remarkably, Anthony Quainton was attending the inaugural
ceremonies for the US Army's new Delta Force, at Fort Bragg, North Carolina when he
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heard the news. Assuming that the Interagency Working Group would be tasked with
monitoring this crisis, he immediately set up a crisis center at State.
Washington initially assumed that this hostage incident would not last long. The
Shah had fled Teheran in January 1979 and a month later Marxist extremists had invaded
the Embassy only to be chased out two hours later by Khomeini loyalists. Both the new
Iranian prime minister and foreign minister had pledged to protect US property and
persons.43
Within a few days it became clear that this incident would be more challenging
than anyone imagined. Both the Iranian prime minister and foreign minister resigned;
meanwhile the Ayatollah Khomeini and other clerics publicly supported the militants and
their seizure of the US embassy. In Washington, Quainton's counterterrorism team was
firmly, but politely pushed to one side.44 Quainton unsuccessfully argued this decision
with Deputy Secretary of State Warren Christopher, sensing that the interagency
cooperation that had been developed at this lower-level would have to be created anew at
the level of the principals or their deputies. The principals believed that this was a matter
beyond the pay grade of the Working Group. "The hostage-takers were no longer
considered terrorists; this had become an international and political issue," recalled
Quainton. The Executive committee, which had been established to bring the principals
into the discussion of terrorist acts would also not be used.

Although the US government's interagency counterterrorism apparatus played no
further role in the Iran hostage crisis, the new Delta Force would play a small and tragic
part in the drama. In April 1980, Delta Force under Colonel Beckwith would make its
international debut in the failed attempt to rescue the hostages. Eight US servicemen
would die in the operation. America had not proven it could pull off an Entebbe or a
Mogadishu. Odom himself would find himself distracted by other duties as Brzezinski's
military assistant. He was never supposed to give his full attention to the problem of
counterterrorism but in the last year of the Carter administration the world seemed to be
coming apart. In December 1979, the Soviets invaded Afghanistan which led to a US
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covert commitment to the Afghan resistance. Then in mid-1980, Odom himself was
tapped to help redraft the United States strategy for nuclear war. Approved by Jimmy
Carter in late July, Presidential Directive 59 replaced the previous targeting of Soviet
cities with a targeting that emphasized Soviet missile and strategic weapons sites.45
Despite these distractions, Odom believes that the counterterrorism system that he
and Brzezinski formulated contained a surge capability that could have been employed
had it been needed. He also believes that it was flexible enough to have been transformed
into an active instrument to target foreign terrorist organizations. "It could have been
used for pre-emptive or active defense but that was not the policy then."46 As had been
the case since 1972, however, the US policy remained active diplomacy in regions where
terrorists dwelled and, if that failed, a strong reaction to a terrorist incident itself. This
was about to change.
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